Background
==========

The concept of impulsivity covers a wide range of \"actions that are poorly conceived, prematurely expressed, unduly risky, or inappropriate to the situation and that often result in undesirable consequences\" \[[@B1]\]. The multi-factorial nature of this personality trait \[[@B2]\], which is well illustrated by this definition, has been largely ignored because of a lack of consensus on its definition and appropriate measures. Impulsivity is mentioned in the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria as prominent in several psychiatric disorders, but it is never explicitly defined \[[@B3]\]. It is a key aspect of mania, personality disorders and conduct disorders, and is also regarded as the most relevant symptom in attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) \[[@B4]-[@B6]\]. It also plays a key role in substance abuse \[[@B7],[@B8]\], a disorder clearly associated with conduct disorders \[[@B9],[@B10]\] as well as ADHD \[[@B11]\]. Furthermore, personality theorists have identified a factor called impulsive unsocialized sensation-seeking, linking impulsivity to the sensation-seeking trait. This factor has been shown to correlate with early onset of drug use and later drug abuse \[[@B12]-[@B15]\].

Impulsivity-related psychiatric disorders are also characterized by deficits in executive functioning, notably in working memory \[[@B16]\]. These deficits have been demonstrated in personality and conduct disorders \[[@B17]-[@B19]\], ADHD (for review, see \[[@B20]\]), mania \[[@B21]-[@B24]\], and subjects predisposed to substance abuse \[[@B25]-[@B29]\]. The associations of these psychiatric disorders with impulsivity and executive function deficits suggest that common brain mechanisms may underlie their aetiologies.

An animal model revealing the relationship between impulsivity and the related behaviours described above would provide valuable insight into these disease states. Recently, impulsivity has been studied more systemically in animals by devising various operant behaviour tasks revealing its non-unitary nature \[[@B30]\]. However, information relating to the inter-relationship between characteristics of impulsivity \[[@B31]\] are just beginning to emerge.

To address this issue, a new animal model incorporating different symptoms of the psychopathologies related to impulsiveness was investigated. The primary objective in developing this model, based on inter-individual variability in behavioural responses, was to determine to what extent various aspects of behaviours *that could be related to*impulsiveness can be spontaneously expressed in a normal population of rats. Impulsiveness and hyperactivity were tested in tasks covering different aspects of cognitive vs. motor impulsive behaviours that have all been clinically related to impulsivity. They involved various degrees of timing and behavioural inhibition demands: a fixed consecutive number schedule (FCN8) that measured the rat\'s ability to terminate an action to reach a goal, a multiple fixed-interval/extinction schedule of reinforcement (FI EXT) to measure responding during waiting periods, and a test assessing delay discounting where a choice between a small immediate reward, or a bigger one after a waiting period was measured. The last two tasks could reveal large deficits (in very similar paradigms) in impulsive-related psychopathologies (ADHD) \[[@B32],[@B33]\]. Furthermore, by measuring these behaviours in the same individuals, it was possible to determine the nature of the relationship between the behaviours.

The second aim in developing this new model was to identify which aspects of these behaviours were related to novelty seeking, the response to psychostimulants, and/or to cognitive deficits. It has been reported that measures of sensation-seeking are highly correlated with novelty preference in humans \[[@B34]\]. Similarly, the locomotor response to novelty in a circular corridor has been shown to predict novelty-seeking in rats \[[@B35],[@B36]\], a trait that has been linked to increased responsiveness to psychomotor stimulants and a predisposition to drug self-administration \[[@B37]\]. Important individual differences in working memory have been reported in normal rats in an 8-arm radial maze \[[@B38]\], but the relationship between working memory capacity and impulsivity in animals is yet to be investigated. Identifying a relationship between novelty and response to a drug challenge and cognitive capacity was achieved by comparing the performance of rats selected for their scores in the different behavioural measures.

Substantial inter-individual differences in behavioural responses were observed in each task, while few inter-task relationships were found. Inhibitory deficit was related to a higher response to psychostimulants, whereas working memory capacity was only related to an extinction deficit. Delay discounting was found unrelated to any other behavioural measures.

Methods
=======

Animals
-------

Forty male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River, Lyon, France) were received at six weeks of age. They were housed in groups of four in a temperature (22°C) and humidity controlled room (60%) on an inverted 12 h light-dark (8:00---20:00) schedule. They had free access to food and water except during the impulsivity and working memory testing periods where animals were under dietary restriction. Food rationing was adjusted in order to maintain their weight between 80% and 85% of their expected weight at the same age. A week before the beginning of the experiments, animals were handled for a few minutes every day.

Apparatus and behavioural testing
---------------------------------

All experiments were performed in accordance with the European Communities Council Directive of November 24, 1986 (86/609/EEC). They were carried out with respect of the inverted nyctemeral cycle.

Impulsive-related behaviours
----------------------------

Several behavioral responses were assessed using three different experimental protocols and the principal characteristics are summarized in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The main distinction between these tasks is between cognitive vs. motor impulsiveness. Impulsive behaviour that has negative consequences or that leads to a lower efficiency is related to poorly conceived or prematurely expressed actions, and could therefore be referred to as cognitive impulsivity. It concerns failure to resist an impulse, drive or temptation and acting without consideration of alternatives and/or consequences. Motor impulsivity could rather refer to a higher level of activity which is not adequate to the environmental contingency, i.e. in a situation that does not require activity (i.e. a waiting situation), with no direct negative consequences.

###### 

Principal characteristics of the tasks measuring impulsive-related behaviours.

  *Tasks*                                        Cognitive impulsivity   Motor impulsivity         
  ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------- ----- -----
  Evaluation of negative consequences            +++                     +++                 0     0
  Behavioral inhibition                          0                       +++                 +++   +++
  Waiting, tolerance to delay of gratification   +++                     0                   +++   +++
  Timing to avoid inefficient responses          0                       +++                 +++   0

Cognitive impulsiveness was assessed by two different tasks: a delay discounting task (choice), which assess mainly the ability to wait and the tolerance to delay of gratification and a fixed consecutive number schedule of reinforcement (FCN8), measuring the ability to terminate an action to reach a goal. This task requires both timing and inhibition of premature responding and does not require waiting contrarily to the previous one. Motor impulsivity was tested through two different schedules measured in a two-component 2-min fixed interval (FI) 5-min extinction (EXT) schedule of reinforcement. During these tasks, intolerance to a waiting period is also indirectly assessed through behavioural disinhibition. Only the FI component requires timing and measures anticipation of food reward delivery.

The configuration of the apparatus and the order of each task (Fixed consecutive number schedule, multiple fixed-interval/extinction schedules of reinforcement and delay-discounting task successively), were chosen to minimize any possible interference between protocols (see discussion). Thirty minutes before a session, rats were placed in their home cage, in a light-attenuated experimental room.

The apparatus consisted of eight sound-insulated light-tight outer chambers each containing a two lever conditioning box (Imetronic, Pessac, France), as previously described \[[@B39]\].

### Fixed consecutive number schedule (FCN8)

This task, adapted from \[[@B40]\], measures that ability of the rat to carry out a chain of sequential acts in order to achieve a goal. The schedule required a fixed minimum number of 8 responses on one of the levers, before a response on the second lever resulted in food delivery. A reduction in the average chain length may be the sign of a loss of behavioural inhibition.

On the first day, the levers were retracted and the rats were placed in the operant chambers for 30 min with 10 food pellets placed in the food tray. On day 2, they were tested under a fixed time schedule of reinforcement in which one food pellet was delivered every 60s in a non-contingent manner for 30 min. On day 3 of training, the left lever was inserted into the box, and every press resulted in the delivery of a food pellet. On the following day, the right lever was inserted and the same schedule of reinforcement was employed. This alternation procedure was continued until the rats had pressed both levers at least 100 times in less than 20 min.

Fixed consecutive number training was then begun. On the first day the rats were required first to press the left lever (FCN lever) and then the right lever (reinforced lever) to obtain food (FCN1) during a 45-min session. This session was continued until the rats had obtained at least 60 pellets. Then, the FCN requirement was increased to 2 and according to the same criterion, to 3, 5 and 8 (test condition). If the chain was shorter than 2, 3, 5 or 8 (respectively), the rat was required to start a new chain. If the chain was longer, it had no consequence and the pellet was delivered when the rat pressed the reinforced lever. Rats that failed to reach the criterion to be tested under a FCN8 schedule after 20 training sessions were excluded. The other rats were tested under the FCN8 schedule for 8 days. The mean scores of each animal obtained from day 2 to 8 were recorded.

The following parameters were recorded: mean length of the chain of responses made on the FCN lever before switching to the reinforced lever; percentage of efficient chains of presses; proportion of total number of chains long of *n*consecutive presses; mean total number of both lever responses per min; latency to food pellet collection and number of sessions needed to reach the test phase (learning score).

### Multiple fixed-interval/extinction schedules of reinforcement

In this experiment, a fixed-interval schedule of reinforcement operates alternately with an extinction component (adapted from \[[@B41]\]). For a fixed-interval schedule, responses during the time interval have no consequence, but the first response after the interval has elapsed produces the delivery of the reinforcer. According to Sagvolden \[[@B32]\], the fixed-interval component measures reactivity to reinforcers, activity and motor impulsiveness and the extinction component measures sensitivity to stimulus change and sustained attention.

In this protocol, only the right lever was available. This lever had previously been the less used lever (reinforced lever) in the FCN8 schedule. During the fixed-interval component (FI), the house light was on and the first lever press after a time-interval was reinforced by a pellet. A light above the lever was on when the pellet was available and was off when the rat visited the tray. During the extinction component (EXT, 5 min), there was no house light and no pellet was delivered. During each session, the FI and EXT components operated twice in alternation. Rats were first trained with 5 sessions with a multiple 30s FI-EXT schedule. Then, rats were trained with two sessions with a multiple 1 min FI-EXT schedule followed by sessions with the final multiple 2 min FI-EXT schedule test conditions. A maximum of 7 pellets per FI was delivered during the last two conditions. Six test sessions were necessary to obtain stabilisation of performances for all rats and the means of the next 5 sessions were used for statistical analysis.

The 2 min FI component was divided into 12 consecutive 10s segments and the 5 min EXT component was divided into five consecutive 1 min segments. The mean number of lever presses was recorded as a function of FI and EXT segments. As described earlier, data from the initial FI after the start of the session, as well as that from the first interval following the first EXT were excluded because the behaviour during these intervals might deviate from that during the other intervals \[[@B42]\]. The number of pellets delivered and the number of visits to the empty tray as well as speed in collecting pellets were also measured for FI and/or EXT components.

### Delay-discounting

The protocol of delay-discounting measures intolerance to situations when the reward is delayed, through the preference of a smaller immediate reinforcer to larger rewards, which come only after a delay (adapted from \[[@B43],[@B44]\]). By increasing the delay to reinforcement, the relationship between the magnitude of delay and choice between larger, delayed or smaller, immediate reinforcers could be determined. In this way, it was possible to assess the devaluation of the large reward as a function of time and the delay at which the smaller reward is perceived to be of greater value for each individual.

Rats were trained over at least 5 daily sessions in the conditioning box with two levers available. During the initial phase, a press on the left lever (L1) resulted in delivery of one food pellet (45 mg, Bioserv, USA) whereas a press on the right lever (L5) delivered five pellets. Whenever a reinforced lever press was made, a light above this lever was switched on for 1s. Three seconds after food delivery, the magazine light was turned on for 25s, during which time additional presses were without consequences (time-out). The end of this time-out was signalled by a 1s light extinction. Given that an additional lever (left one or L1) was added compared to the previous protocol (FI/EXT schedule), a training period was undergone in order to obtain stable performances with no interference with previous requirements. This training period was continued until the rats made more than 70% L5 selections with less than 15% variation in this score on 2 consecutive sessions (5 to 10 sessions were necessary).

During the test, a delay was inserted between pressing L5 and the delivery of the five pellets. During this delay, the light above the right lever remained on until the pellet was eaten and thus could signal the waiting period. The same delay was inserted after the immediate delivery of food following a press on L1. The delay was fixed for a given daily session and increased progressively over the days by 5s from 0 to 30s according to a criterion of stabilization before increasing the delay: scores over two consecutive sessions should not vary by more than 10%. All sessions ended when 100 pellets had been delivered.

Percentage of L5 choice, number of sessions necessary to reach the criterion, number of visits to the empty tray, total number of presses, and presses during the time-out periods were measured. These parameters were calculated for each delay as the mean of the last two stabilized sessions.

Working memory
--------------

Animals started training a week after the last impulsivity test, in a different experimental room. The 8-arm radial maze and behavioural procedure have previously been described in detail \[[@B39]\]. Briefly, working memory was measured by the ability to visit the eight baited arms without re-entry \[[@B45]\], during daily trials over 6 days. The trial ended when the rat had visited each of the 8 arms or after 16 visits.

Total number of errors, number of errors during the 8-first choices and mean time taken to reach the pellet after opening of the doors were analysed.

Novelty and amphetamine-induced locomotor activities, basal nocturnal activity
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The novel environment consisted of a circular corridor (10 cm wide, 70 cm in diameter) equipped with four photoelectric cells placed on the perpendicular axes automatically recording locomotion (Imetronic, Pessac, France) outside the testing room.

Rats were tested two weeks after being fed ad libitum. Initial locomotor response was recorded over a period of 2 h (4 pm. -- 6 pm.) and total number of photocell counts reflected reactivity to novelty. At 6 pm., a bottle of water and a food dispenser were suspended in the middle of the corridor. Light was turned off from 8 pm. to 8 am and basal nocturnal activity was then measured over 11 hours, from 9 pm to 8 am. A week later, at 2 pm, the animals were placed in the same corridors for 2 h. Then, locomotor response to vehicle (1 ml/kg i.p.) was measured during 30 min followed by locomotor response to amphetamine (1 mg/kg/i.p.) recorded over 2.5 h every 10 min (16.30 h--19.00 h).

Analysis of individual differences in impulsive-related behaviours
------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, a dimensional approach based on a correlational study was used to assess the relationships between the different processes. It was combined with a typological approach that consisted, after selecting the most representative parameter measured in a given task, in extracting subgroups of individuals with low (LOW) vs high (HIGH) scores according to the upper and lower quartiles in each task, the remainder constituting an intermediate group (INT). Their behaviours were then compared during the same or distinct tasks. It is possible for a rat from an extreme quartile to have identical scores to the following intermediate animals. In that case, it was included in this latter group. This method was used to describe extreme behaviours in each task, given these behaviours are described with a time-course or according to the length of a waiting period.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Comparisons of scores between groups were made using analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by analysis of simple main effects *(SME)*and by *post-hoc*comparisons using the Newman-Keuls *(NK)*test, when appropriate. Student\'s *t*-tests were used to compare scores of the different groups or assess departure from chance. Correlations between scores were evaluated using Bravais-Pearson\'s correlation test. General Linear Model (GLM) was used to assess the relationships between impulsivity parameters and working memory scores as well as locomotor response to amphetamine. P-values of multiple comparisons analysis made on continuous or discontinuous (classifications) variables of impulsivity were adjusted using the False Discovering Rate (FDR) controlling procedures \[[@B46]\].

The normality of the variable distribution was verified using Shapiro-Wilk\'s test. A logarithmic transformation was performed when necessary to normalize variables.

Results
=======

Individual differences in impulsive-related behaviours
------------------------------------------------------

### Fixed consecutive number schedule (FCN8)

Four rats were excluded from this analysis because they did not reach the criterion for the test phase. They needed significantly more sessions to reach the criterion on the FCN3 schedule (10.7 ± 1.0) compared to the others (4.6 ± 0.3) (*t*= 6.06; *df*= 38, *p*\< .001).

The mean chain length and percentage of efficient chains (chains ≥ 8) as well as response rate were positively correlated. The mean chain length, ranging from 3.9 to 11.9 presses, was chosen, (as described previously \[[@B39]\]), to classify rats into three groups: a first group in the upper quartile defining rats with low level of inhibition (LOW~FCN~, n = 8) contained all the rats with a mean chain length below 6, a second group in the lower quartile, defining rats with high level of inhibition (HIGH~FCN~, n = 9) with a mean chain length above 8, and the third contained the remainder defined as intermediate rats (INT~FCN~, n = 19) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Inter-individual differences in impulsivity of rats measured in the FCN8 task. A: distribution of individual scores of rats (mean chain length over the last 7 days) and selection of rats with high level of inhibition (HIGH~FCN~, scores \> 8) low level of inhibition (LOW~FCN~, scores \< 6) and intermediate levels (INT~FCN~); B: distribution (%) of mean chain lengths of efficient (≥ 8) or inefficient chains (\< 8) of the three groups. Optimal performance (8) is indicated by the vertical line. C: percentage mean of efficient chains; D: total number of presses per min and E: number of sessions needed to reach the test phase of the three groups. ANOVA (NK): \*\*\*, *p*\< .001 for comparisons between LOW and HIGH groups; °°°, *p*\< .001 for comparisons between LOW and INT groups.](1744-9081-2-10-1){#F1}

The mean length of chains of LOW~FCN~rats was 5.1 ± 0.2, INT~FCN~rats, 7.0 ± 0.1 and HIGH~FCN~rats, 9.2 ± 0.3. The rate of responding was higher in this latter group. Learning performance (reflected by the number of sessions needed to reach the test phase) and mean latency to collect earned food pellets did not differ significantly between groups (*F*(2,33) = 1.35 and 0.91, ns).

### Multiple fixed-interval/extinction schedules of reinforcement (FI EXT)

The number of lever presses during FI and EXT, which both followed a logarithmic distribution, were positively correlated. Presses during EXT were positively correlated with visits to the empty tray. No significant correlation was found between the number of lever presses during FI or EXT and speed in collecting food. The mean number of lever presses ranged from 21 to 258 during FI and from 2 to 107 during EXT. A positive correlation was shown between the number of presses during FI and EXT, but an examination of individuals revealed that half of the 10 most active rats during FI were very inactive during this period. These two parameters were therefore chosen to classify rats into groups.

### Presses during FI

Selection of rats with hyperactivity (HIGH~FI~, n = 9), hypoactivity (LOW~FI~, n = 10) and intermediate group (INT~FI~, n = 21) according to the mean number of lever presses during FI and time-course of their activity are represented in figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. HIGH~FI~activity was 3 and 6 times higher than that of the INT~FI~and LOW~FI~, respectively. It was particularly pronounced at the end of every FI, reaching a plateau 40s before the end of FI. The mean speed in collecting reinforcers did not differ significantly between groups as did the number of visits in the empty tray (*F*(2,37) = 1.35 and 0.32, ns).

![Inter-individual differences in activity of rats measured during the FI schedule: A: distribution of individual scores of rats (mean number of presses over the last 5 sessions) and selection of hypoactive (LOW~FI~, scores \< 50) hyperactive (HIGH~FI~, score \> 130) and intermediate rats (INT~FI~); B: mean number of lever presses by each group during the 2-min FI component as a function of 10-s segments of the FI period.](1744-9081-2-10-2){#F2}

### Presses during EXT

Selection of rats with hyperactivity (HIGH~EXT~, n = 10), hypoactivity (LOW~EXT~, n = 10) and intermediate group (INT~EXT~, n = 20) according to the mean number of lever presses during EXT and time-course of their activity are represented in figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. HIGH~EXT~activity was about 4 and 10 times higher than that of INT~EXT~and LOW~EXT~, respectively. It significantly increased with time (*F*(4,148) = 25.38, *p*\< .001) but remained stable at a low level for LOW~EXT~and INT~EXT~(*F*(4,148) = 0.18 and 0.99 respectively, ns).

![Inter-individual differences in activity of rats measured during the EXT schedule: A: distribution of individual scores of rats (mean number of presses over the last 5 sessions) and selection of hypoactive (LOW~EXT~, scores \< 8) hyperactive (HIGH~EXT~, scores \> 20) and intermediate rats (INT~FI~). B: Mean number of lever presses by each group during the 5 min EXT component as a function of 1 min segments of the EXT period.](1744-9081-2-10-3){#F3}

### Delay-Discounting: Choice between an immediate small reward or a delayed bigger reward

As expected, following the training period, animals significantly preferred the L5 lever delivering the large reward (L5 choice: 88.9% ± 1.5). The preference progressively shifted towards L1 as the delay increased. A large increase in visits to the empty tray was observed when the delay was increased, whereas the number of lever presses during the time-out periods significantly increased during the longer delays (25--30 s). No significant correlation was observed between mean percentage of L5 choice and the number of visits to the empty tray or with the number of presses during the time-out periods. These last two variables were negatively correlated. Total activity was positively correlated with activity during time-out periods and negatively correlated with visits to the empty tray. No correlation was found between L5 choice and total number of sessions required to reach each step of the test.

Important individual differences were observed in the time lapse at which rats no longer preferred pressing L5 (breakpoint): as early as the 5 sec delay for 4 rats whereas 10 rats still preferred to press more on L1 during the 30 s delay. The mean percentage of L5 choice during delays lasting between 5 and 30 s was chosen to classify rats with low choice for large reward (LOW~CHX~, n = 10), high choice for large reward (HIGH~CHX~, n = 10) and intermediate (INT~CHX~, n = 20) (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). All groups showed a marked preference for L5 when it was delivered with no delay and their score did not differ (88.9% ± 2.6; 87.2% ± 2.3 and 92.1% ± 2.6 respectively). As the delay increased, their choices significantly differed (*F*(2,37) = 66.64, *p*\< .001) with a different time-course (*F*(12,222) = 4.07, *p*\< .001) (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The three groups showed no difference in the number of lever presses during the time-out periods or in the number of visits to the empty tray (*F*(2,37) = 0.5 and 1.34, ns). The total number of sessions required to reach each step of the test was not significantly different between groups (*F*(2,37) = 2.77, ns). Two of the LOW~CHX~and two of the INT~CHX~were rats previously excluded from the fixed consecutive number schedule task.

![Inter-individual differences in impulsivity measured in the delay-discounting task: A: distribution of individual scores of each rat (mean percentage of choice for the large reward after 5 to 30 min delays) and selection of rats with high choice for large reward (HIGH~CHX~, scores \> 75%) low choice for large reward (LOW~CHX~, scores \< 55%) and intermediate rats (INT~CHX~). B: Percentage choice of the large reinforcement of the three groups according to the length of the delay before obtaining it: LOW~CHX~had no preference for any lever at delays 5 to 15 min and then shifted their preference for the immediate reward, whereas HIGH~CHX~preferred the largest reward whatever the delay. Comparisons with chance level (50%): significant difference with chance for scores above or below 50% show a preference for the large or the small reward respectively. Student *t*-test: \*\*\*, +++, °°°, *p*\< .001; \*\*, ++, °°, *p*\< .01; \*, +, °, *p*\< .05.](1744-9081-2-10-4){#F4}

Relationships between scores in the different impulsivity tasks
---------------------------------------------------------------

Statistical results of correlation analysis between scores obtained in the different tasks of impulsivity are summarized in table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Whereas several of the variables measured within the same task were correlated, only a few inter-task correlations were found. No significant correlation could be shown between choice of a delayed reward and any other parameters. However, lever presses during the time-out periods in this task were positively correlated with total lever presses during the FCN task and during FI in the multiple fixed-interval/extinction schedules of reinforcement task. Positive correlations were also found between total number of lever presses during FI and EXT and total number of presses during the delay-discounting task.

###### 

Correlations within and between different measures of impulsive-related behaviours.

                                                        FCN 8   FI-EXT            CHOICE                                                          
  -------- --------------------------------- ---------- ------- ----------------- -------- ------------- ------ ------- ------- ----------------- ---------------
  FCN 8    mean chain lenght                 CHLENGHT   \-      **0.62 \*\*\***   -0.05    -0.36         0.12   0.04    0.09    0.25              0.09
           total activity                    TOT ACT            \-                -0.03    -0.20         0.08   0.07    -0.09   **0.45 \***       0.03
  FI-EXT   activity during FI                FI ACT                               \-       **0.48 \***   0.16   -0.04   -0.31   **0.50 \*\*\***   **0.56 \*\***
           activity during EXT               EXT ACT                                       \-            0.33   -0.08   -0.12   -0.27             **0.44 \***
           visits in empty tray              VET                                                         \-     0.10    -0.05   0.18              0.25
  CHOICE   mean % choice for larger reward   CHOICE                                                             \-      -0.22   -0.23             0.05
           visits in empty tray              VET                                                                        \-      **-0.39 \***      -0.36
           activity during time out          TOUT                                                                               \-                **0.39 \***
           total activity                    TOT ACT                                                                                              \-

Bravais-Pearson\'s correlation test values (*r*); \*\*\*, *p*\< .001; \*\*, *p*\< .01; \* *p*\< .05 (adjusted *p*-values with FDR procedure).

Mean chain length of chains measured in the FCN8 test was negatively correlated with activity during EXT in the multiple fixed-interval/extinction schedules of the reinforcement task.

Analyses of comparisons between extreme subgroups could better illustrate the relationships between impulsivity tasks and reveal some differences that give additional information. The main statistical comparisons between groups are summarized in table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Comparisons of subgroups for different impulsive-related behaviours.

                                         FCN 8                          FI                                     EXT                                    CHOICE
  -------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------ -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- --------
  FCN 8    chain lenght                                                 ns                                     **HIGH~**EXT**~\< LOW~**EXT**~\*\***   ns
           total activity                LOW ~FCN~\< HIGH ~FCN~\*\*\*   ns                                     ns                                     ns
  FI-EXT   activity during FI            ns                                                                    HIGH ~EXT~\> LOW ~EXT~\*\*             ns
           activity during EXT           ns                             ns                                                                            ns
  CHOICE   \% choice for larger reward   ns                             ns                                     ns                                     
           activity during time out      ns                             **HIGH~**FI**~\> LOW~**FI**~\*\*\***   ns                                     ns
           total activity                ns                             **HIGH~**FI**~\> LOW~**FI**~\*\***     **HIGH~**EXT**~\> LOW~**EXT**~\*\***   ns

Statistical comparisons between scores obtained across tasks of rats selected for their level of inhibition in the Fixed Consecutive Number schedule of reinforcement task (FCN8); their level of activity in the Multiple Fixed interval/extinction schedules or their choice for the larger reward in the Delay discouting task. Student *t*test: \*\*\*, *p*\< .001; \*\*, *p*\< .01 ; \* *p*\< .05; ns, non significant.

Correlations between variables obtained in the different tasks were not systematically corroborated by comparisons between subgroups. When groups were selected from EXT, they significantly differed in the impulsivity score obtained in the FCN8 task (mean chain length). HIGH~EXT~is of particular interest: these rats also obtained shorter chains of lever presses in the FCN task, whereas LOW~EXT~show intermediate scores of impulsivity in this task (ANOVA group × chain length: *F*(19,304) = 2.39, *p*\< .001) (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This relationship seems to be related to these particular HIGH~EXT~given that LOW~FCN~does not exhibit significantly higher activity during EXT compared to HIGH~FCN~(Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

![Relationships between scores in the different impulsivity tasks. A: distribution of efficient and inefficient chains (%) in the FCN8 task of hyperactive (HIGH~EXT~) and hypoactive rats (LOW~EXT~) selected in the EXT schedule. B: choice of the large reinforcement (%) in the delay-discounting task according to the length of the delay before obtaining it for hyperactive (HIGH~FI~) and hypoactive (LOW~FI~) rats selected in the FI schedule. C: mean percentage of choice for the big reward at delays 5 to 30 min. ANOVA (NK): \*\*\*, *p*\< .001; \*\*, *p*\< 0.01; \*, *p*\< 0.5.](1744-9081-2-10-5){#F5}

The relationship between measures of motor impulsivity during FI and measures of activity in the delay discounting task reveals that two independent kinds of behaviour can be identified in the latter task. Whereas LOW~CHX~and HIGH~CHX~, selected in this task, did not differ in the lever presses during the time-out periods (*F*(2,37) = 0.44, ns), HIGH~FI~were significantly more active than LOW~FI~during these periods (*F*(2,38) = 8.12; *p*\< .001, NK, LOW vs HIGH, *p*\< .001) (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

Relationships between impulsive-related behaviours, response to novelty and amphetamine-induced locomotor activity
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Overall score of locomotor reactivity to the novel environment over two hours was 450 ± 22 photocell counts, the lower value being 187 and the highest, 782. Locomotor reactivity returned to baseline one hour after the beginning of the experiment. Locomotor reactivity to saline injection lasted 10 min and activity then returned to baseline. The effect of amphetamine was then tested and overall scores of locomotor activity over 150 min were 603 ± 53 photocell counts, the lower value being 124, the highest 1510.

Positive correlations were found between scores of reactivity to novelty and nocturnal activity (*r*= 0.35, *df*= 38, *p*\< .05) as well as response to amphetamine (*r*= 0.49, *df*= 38, *p*\< .001). Response to amphetamine was not correlated with nocturnal activity (*r*= 0.07, *df*= 38, ns).

None of the impulsivity tasks provided support for a link between impulsiveness and locomotor response to novelty or with basal nocturnal locomotor activity. However, evidence was found for a relationship between locomotor response to amphetamine and impulsivity in the FCN8 test. Results are summarized on Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Summary of the results of locomotor activities of the different subgroups.

  Impulsive task                                                  groups      Novelty-induced locomotor activity   Basal nocturnal locomotor activity   Amphetamine- induced locomotor activity
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------
  Fixed consecutive number schedule (FCN 8)                       LOW~FCN~    365.5 ± 49.7                         614.0 ± 78.2                         **252.2 ± 32.3 \*\***
                                                                  INT~FCN~    484.2 ± 27.4                         595.6 ± 41.9                         **215.4 ± 22.9 \***
                                                                  HIGH~FCN~   416.0 ± 37.9                         606.1 ± 61.1                         **124.2 ± 15.6**
  Multiple Fixed interval/extinction schedules of reinforcement   LOW~FI~     484.6 ± 44.1                         606.6 ± 49.3                         216.4 ± 37.4
                                                                  INT~FI~     421.9 ± 25.6                         597.7 ± 48.6                         191.3 ± 21.8
                                                                  HIGH~FI~    474.3 ± 56.9                         553.8 ± 48.4                         188.2 ± 31.1
                                                                  LOW~EXT~    405.2 ± 45.2                         551.9 ± 60.2                         227.7 ± 52.2
                                                                  INT~EXT~    442.6 ± 25.8                         612.3 ± 50.7                         286.2 ± 28.0
                                                                  HIGH~EXT~   516.4 ± 51.6                         583.6 ± 26.7                         201.4 ± 37.4
  Delay discounting                                               LOW~CHX~    418.8 ± 48.4                         517.3 ± 50.4                         218.5 ± 44.7
                                                                  INT~CHX~    471.6 ± 31.1                         597.2 ± 40.5                         279.8 ± 33.9
                                                                  HIGH~CHX~   436.9 ± 35.2                         648.4 ± 71.0                         223.2 ± 28.6

Groups of rats were selected for their level of inhibition in the Fixed Consecutive Number schedule of reinforcement task (FCN8); their level of activity in the Multiple Fixed interval/extinction schedules or their choice for the larger reward in the Delay discouting task. Groups with low scores (LOW), intermediate (INT) and high scores (HIGH) in each task, were compared for their locomotor activities (mean ± SEM) in a circular corridor in three different conditions: during response to novelty (first two hours), after habituation during nocturnal phase (10 h), and 10 to 40 min after 1 mg i.p. amphetamine injection (peak of response). Statistical analysis of comparisons with HIGH, GLM with adjusted *p*-values (FDR procedure), \*\*, *p*\< .01; \* *p*\< .05.

Amphetamine injection produced a higher increase in locomotor activity of LOW~FCN~compared to HIGH~FCN~, the main differences being observed at the peak of the response i.e. 10 to 40 min after the injection (*F*(2,33) = 5.02; *p*\< .05; *NK*, *p*\< .01, after adjusting p-values using FDR controlling procedures for multiple comparisons) (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This response was negatively correlated with impulsivity in the FCN8 task (*r*= -0.39; *p*\< .02). The time-course of this effect also differed: HIGH~FCN~activity returned faster to basal levels (interaction group × time: *F*(14,210) = 3.27, *p*\< .001). No difference in activity was observed between these groups after a saline injection (*F*(1,15) = 0.06, ns). GLM performed on the continuous variable of impulsivity and the peak of response of amphetamine showed a nearly significant effect (F(1,34) = 6.07; *p*= 0.07 after adjusting p-values using FDR controlling procedures).

![Comparisons of locomotor activity of rats with low (LOW~FCN~) and high levels of inhibition (HIGH~FCN~) selected in the FCN task in response to saline and amphetamine injections (1 mg/kg i.p.). LOW~FCN~had a higher locomotor response to amphetamine compared to HIGH~FCN~lasting 1 h after injection. LOW~FCN~locomotor activity returned to basal levels 70 min after amphetamine injection whereas it only returned to baseline after 40 min for HIGH~FCN~. ANOVA (NK): \*\*\*, *p*\< .001; \*\* *p*\< .01; \* *p*\< .05.](1744-9081-2-10-6){#F6}

Relationships between impulsive-related behaviours and working memory
---------------------------------------------------------------------

After habituation, one rat did not move in the radial maze and was highly reactive; it was therefore eliminated from this experiment. Large inter-individual differences were observed in working memory capacities: total number of errors varied between 0.8 and 7.4. Evidence was found for a relationship between working memory capacities and hyperactivity: HIGH~EXT~rats made more errors in the eight first choices as well as more total errors in the radial maze than did LOW~EXT~(*F*(1,17) = 14.28, *p*\< 0.01 and 7.71, *p*= 0.05 respectively, after adjusting *p*-values using FDR controlling procedures) (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Both groups significantly improved their scores with practice and no difference was observed between groups on the last day. The mean time to reach the end of an arm did not significantly differ between groups (*F*(1,16) = 0.04, *ns*). Activity during extinction was positively correlated with mean number of errors in the eight first choices as well as more total errors in the radial maze (*r*= 0.50; *df*= 39, *p*\< .001 and *r*= 0.40; *df*= 39, *p*\< .01 respectively). GLM performed on the continuous variable of activity and scores in the radial maze showed a significant relationship with the number of errors during the 8-first choices (*F*(1,37) = 8.62, *p*\< .05) and a nearly significant relationship with total number of errors (*F*(1,137) = 6.47; *p*\< .06) both after adjusting *p*-values using FDR controlling procedures. None of the scores measured in the other conditions could be related to working memory capacities (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}).

![Comparisons of the time-course of working memory scores (number of errors during the eight-first choices (A) and total number of errors (B)) measured in an 8-arm radial maze of hyperactive *vs*hypoactive rats selected in the EXT schedule. HIGH~EXT~made significantly more errors compared to LOW~EXT~. ANOVA (NK): \*\*\*, \<.001\*\*, *p*\< .01; \* *p*\< .05).](1744-9081-2-10-7){#F7}

###### 

Summary of working memory scores of groups of rats selected in each task.

  Impulsive task                                                  groups      Total number of errors   Errors in the first 8 choices   Time to reach the pellets
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ------------------------ ------------------------------- ---------------------------
  Fixed consecutive number schedule (FCN 8)                       LOW~FCN~    5.4 ± 0.4                2.0 ± 0.2                       8.9 ± 0.8
                                                                  INT~FCN~    4.1 ± 0.7                1.6 ± 0.2                       9.7 ± 0.9
                                                                  HIGH~FCN~   4.9 ± 0.6                1.8 ± 0.1                       9.0 ± 0.8
  Multiple Fixed interval/extinction schedules of reinforcement   LOW~FI~     4.8 ± 0.7                1.6 ± 0.1                       9.9 ± 1.2
                                                                  INT~FI~     4.6 ± 0.4                1.8 ± 0.1                       9.3 ± 0.6
                                                                  HIGH~FI~    4.8 ± 0.7                2.0 ± 0.2                       8.6 ± 0.6
                                                                  LOW~EXT~    **3.8 ± 0.5**            **1.4 ± 0.2**                   8.7 ± 0.8
                                                                  INT~EXT~    **4.4 ± 0.4**            **1.7 ± 0.1**                   8.7 ± 0.5
                                                                  HIGH~EXT~   **5.7 ± 0.5\***          **2.3 ± 0.2\*\***               8.3 ± 0.5
  Delay discounting                                               LOW~CHX~    4.7 ± 0.6                1.9 ± 0.2                       8.9 ± 0.5
                                                                  INT~CHX~    4.7 ± 0.4                1.9 ± 0.9                       8.9 ± 0.7
                                                                  HIGH~CHX~   4.1 ± 0.7                1.5 ± 0.2                       10.4 ± 1.4

Groups of rats were selected for their level of inhibition in the Fixed Consecutive Number schedule of reinforcement task (FCN8); their level of activity in the Multiple Fixed interval/extinction schedules or their choice for the larger reward in the Delay discouting task. Scores measured in the 8-arm radial maze (mean of the 5 last sessions ± SEM) were compared between groups with low scores (LOW), intermediate (INT) and high scores (HIGH) in each task. Parameters measured in the radial maze (mean of the five last sessions ± SEM) were compared between groups. Statistical analysis of comparisons with HIGH, GLM with adjusted *p*-values (FDR procedure) \*\*, *p*\< .01, \* *p*= .05.

Discussion
==========

This new experimental approach based on a differential analysis of distinct behaviours that may be related to impulsivity, demonstrates the relevance of the study of spontaneous individual differences in behaviour in rats and confirms the complexity of this trait. Large inter-individual differences in behaviours were identified and inhibitory control and hyperactivity were related to a higher sensitivity to psychostimulants and to working memory deficits respectively, two characteristics that are found in several impulsive-related psychopathologies.

Individual differences in different aspects of impulsive-related behaviours
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Marked individual differences were observed in all behavioural tasks. As previously reported \[[@B39],[@B47]\], behavioural measures were stable and reproducible over the testing period. Impulsive rats in the fixed consecutive number schedule test had difficulty pressing first lever more than 6--7 times before switching to the other lever, thus making mainly inefficient chains of presses to obtain food. In contrast, the less impulsive rats made most of the responses efficiently, although a few rats exceeded the fixed ratio requirement (e.g., more than 15 presses independent of reward delivery). A few rats were excluded from the analysis because they failed to reach the criterion to be tested. This failure to meet criteria was probably due to impaired learning abilities rather than to being highly impulsive because the rats pressed the two levers at random and did not readily attain the FCN3 step. Of the rats that did reach criteria, non-impulsive rats did not differ from impulsive rats in the learning of the task, demonstrating that impulsive rats\' lower efficiency was not due to a learning deficit. Furthermore, the rate of responding on both levers was higher in non-impulsive rats, probably because of their higher motivation for performing mainly rewarded chains of presses rather than hyperactivity, a finding that has been previously reported \[[@B39]\]. This behaviour cannot be attributed to a decrease in motivation for food reward, given that the latencies to collect food did not differ.

The two-component multiple FI-EXT schedule of reinforcement has been used to assess activity and impulsiveness in both laboratory and clinical populations, most notably in the Spontaneous Hyperactive Rat model of ADHD and in children diagnosed with ADHD \[[@B32]\]. The differences in activity levels between hyperactive *vs*hypoactive rats in both FI and EXT schedules were very important. They were about two-times higher than between Spontaneously Hypertensive strain or the Wistar Kyoto one in both schedules, even if the Sprague-Dawley strain is globally less active in this task compared to these two strains \[[@B32]\]. These differences in activity levels are remarkably similar to differences observed between ADHD children and their controls in a similar protocol \[[@B48]\].

This task assesses general behavioural inhibition in two different contexts. First, the reinforcement contingency during the fixed-interval schedule typically generates a \"scalloped\" pattern with little or no responding early in the interval and a progressive increase in rate when the opportunity for reinforcement delivery approaches \[[@B49]\]. Temporal discrimination is probably involved and excessive lever presses could reflect over-anticipation of the reward \[[@B50]\], perhaps caused by an over estimation of time. However, the hyperactivity observed in this task is not only related to earlier anticipation of reward, but also to higher sustained activity that lasts throughout the session. Second, during extinction, the absence of light (which had been paired with the availability of a reward during the fixed interval session) clearly indicates that no reinforcement is available. Thus, when the rat continues to press the lever excessively, this hyperactivity might be considered a perseverative behaviour, an aspect of disinhibition reflected by a tendency to pursue a goal-directed behaviour that is no longer appropriate and that might also be related to poor attentional processes \[[@B32]\]. Furthermore, a sensory discrimination deficit (i.e., perception of light changes between the fixed-interval and extinction sessions), can be excluded since all rats stopped responding at the beginning of an extinction schedule, indicating they perceived that the light was no longer present.

The delay-discounting task is the most widely used paradigm to test intolerance to situations when reward is delayed \[[@B43],[@B51]-[@B53]\]. There were large inter-individual differences in rats in this task, similar to those observed using the T-maze delayed-discounting paradigm, and these differences, again, were independent of the ability to learn the task \[[@B54]\]. This characteristic also appears to be strain dependent; similar inter-individual differences have been reported between Sprague-Dawley and Spontaneously Hypertensive rat strains, while smaller differences have been found in the Wistar Kyoto strain \[[@B55]\].

Relationship between different aspects of impulsive-related behaviours
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that the different tasks were performed in the same apparatus, possible interactions between the tests should be considered. While learning the first task, the fixed consecutive number schedule, rats pressed mainly the left lever, while the right one was only used to terminate the chains of responses. For this reason, only the right lever was available in the following task (the multiple fixed-interval/extinction schedule of reinforcement). Mean performances of the whole group in both fixed-interval and extinction schedules were very similar to those described previously \[[@B32]\] and thus, it appears that an interaction with previous training had a negligible influence. The third procedure used (delay-discounting task) required both levers as in the fixed consecutive number schedule and thus, previous training might have elicited presses of the left lever. However, during the initial training in this task, presses on the left lever were associated with a small reinforcement whereas presses on the right one resulted in a large reinforcement with no delay. To ensure that previous training did not interact with the number of times the right lever was chosen, several sessions were performed until stable responding was reached. This training resulted in a stable percentage of choice for the right lever (large reinforcement) of 89%, a score similar to those previously reported in the literature in control rats \[[@B43],[@B56],[@B57]\].

Few inter-test relationships were found, strongly suggesting that the behaviours measured were not underpinned by a unitary process. This finding is consistent with data previously obtained in rats showing that motor impulsivity (measured with autoshaping procedure and conditioned locomotor activity to food) is independent of measures of impulsive choice and anticipated responding in a visual attention task \[[@B31]\]. It is worth noting that, a battery of tasks measuring different aspects of impulsivity in humans was used and no inter-correlation could be found confirming these results \[[@B58]\].

Numerous *intra-task*correlations were found and the more significant correlations obtained between the different tasks tested here concerned measures of similar activities attesting to the coherence of the measures. Specifically, these correlations concerned motor impulsivity during a waiting period before a reward, measured directly by lever presses during fixed-interval periods, and indirectly in the delay discounting task, through lever presses during time-out periods. Interestingly, activity during extinction periods was only correlated with total activity in the delay discounting task, confirming that this measure involves another aspect of motor impulsivity in which hyperactivity is observed independently of the context. The only significant relationship between different tasks *a priori*measuring different processes was observed between incapacity to terminate a chain of presses in the FCN8 task and hyperactivity during extinction periods. This relationship seems to be driven by rats that cannot extinguish their activity during extinction periods. These rats exhibit a high level of behavioural disinhibition that is reflected in the FCN8 task, namely they are less disposed to inhibit premature responding. This result is in line with the hypothesis that extinction deficit could explain response disinhibition \[[@B59]\].

Relationship between impulsivity and locomotor responses
--------------------------------------------------------

Sensation seeking and drug seeking are highly related to impulsiveness, and high novelty seekers are at increased risk for drug abuse \[[@B60]\]. A parallel between sensation-seeking in man and in animals has been established with novelty seeking behaviour which has been characterized with the use of several behavioural tasks assessing exploratory behaviour, behavioural response to different kinds of reinforcement like food or drugs (for review, see \[[@B36]\]). This trait in animals is well predicted by locomotor response to amphetamine as well as amphetamine self-administration \[[@B37]\]. Novelty and drug seeking behaviours both involve the mesolimbic dopaminergic system, in man and in rodents \[[@B36],[@B60]\]. The task that best reveals the relationship between impulsivity and activity of this system is the FCN8 task since it showed that only impulsive rats in this task had a higher locomotor response to amphetamine. This task predominantly requires behavioural inhibition of premature responses that have negative consequences. In this context, anticipated responses could be considered as risk-taking behaviour. These behavioural responses are somehow reminiscent of aspects of the sensation-seeking trait in which risk-taking behaviour in many activities has been related \[[@B61],[@B62]\]. Like sensation-seekers, LOW~FCN~rats may have deficits in estimating negative consequences of anticipated response: characteristics similar to those observed in the \"impulsivity/sensation-seeking\" trait described in humans.

In this study, the locomotor response to amphetamine is well correlated with response to novelty, as previously described \[[@B37]\]. However, response to novelty was not significantly related to impulsivity in the FCN8 task, probably because response to amphetamine amplifies inter-individual differences and thus magnifies differences between groups. This phenomenon has been similarly observed in previous experiments \[[@B38]\].

This study failed to show any relationship between impulsive-related behaviours and basal locomotor hyperactivity. Recent data obtained in our laboratory indicate that low environmental stimulation, in a confined place, is more suitable for revealing hyperactivity related to impulsiveness (unpublished data).

Relationships between impulsivity and working memory
----------------------------------------------------

It has recently been proposed that deficits in the executive control system of working memory may explain some of the cognitive and behavioural problems exhibited by impulsive people \[[@B27],[@B63],[@B64]\]. Inversely, in a conceptual model of ADHD, it has been proposed that deficient inhibition could be the primary, bottom-up disturbance that impairs executive functions, such as working memory \[[@B20]\]. Only hyperactivity during an extinction schedule revealed an association with impaired working memory. This relationship favours the hypothesis of a cognitive deficit origin of the inability to extinguish a response \[[@B32]\]. However, it cannot be excluded that a deficient inhibitory response control like perseveration of a non-rewarded response, may explain both working memory errors and impaired extinction. Previous data, supporting this hypothesis, show that impulsive behaviour in the FCN8 task, which is related to the ability to inhibit responses during extinction (see second section of the discussion), has also been related to working memory deficits. This relationship was not observed in youth but during the aging process \[[@B39]\], indicating that the impulsivity trait may have long-term deleterious effects on cognitive functions.

Conclusion
==========

This new experimental approach based on inter-individual differences, describes a large variety of behaviours that may be related to impulsivity. This study, which is the first to systematically examine the behaviour of groups selected for their scores in several tasks, reveals the extent to which each aspect of impulsiveness and hyperactivity can be expressed in a normal population of rats and gives new insights on the meaning of these different aspects of adaptative behaviours. Further studies are needed to address other aspects of impulsive-related psychopathologies, but the strategy proposed here will help to define behavioural substrates required for animal models of impulsivity and to explore their neurobiological bases more accurately. Such an approach may ultimately help to broaden the understanding of psychiatric disorders that are characterized by a large variety of impulsive behaviours.
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